
Security and Temporary Fencing 

Specification Sheet 

EVO Range Barrier System
(EVO 80, EVO 1.0m and EVO 1.5m)



The Evo is a sturdy traffic barrier that can be filled with water or
sand to create a solid ballast. Each unit is fully self-contained with
an interlocking design with no separate components, making this
system incredibly easy to deploy.
 

Height
The Evo Barriers are made from UVMDPE which makes them long-
lasting. We can also comfortably say that the barriers, when filled
to the waterline, can withstand up to 55mph winds.

EVO 80 Barrier 
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400mm
1200mm (working length)
1300mm (actual length)

Weight Empty 9kg - Weight Full 29kg

800mm

Advantages and Features of The EVO 80 Barrier System

Traffic Separation
Pedestrian Pathway redirection.
Construction site safety outlines
Road Blocks

You may want to consider using these barriers for:

1200mm

Length Width

800mm 400mm

EVO 80 Barrier Specification

Heavy-duty traffic barrier system crafted from UV-stabilised polyethylene.
Fully self-contained interlocking design with no separate components.
Free-pivoting system to achieve the desired angle for route demarcation.
Fully compatible with reflective post & plank or mini mesh panels
Rapid offload and installation time due to size and weight.
Two Colours Available For Better Visibility.
Easily stackable for transport and storage.
Ideal for site delineation and safety.



Heavy-duty traffic barrier system crafted from UV-stabilised polyethylene.
Fully self-contained interlocking design with no separate components.
Free-pivoting system to achieve the desired angle for route demarcation.
Fully compatible with reflective post & plank or mini mesh panels
Rapid offload and installation time due to size and weight.
Two Colours Available For Better Visibility.
Easily stackable for transport and storage.
Ideal for site delineation and safety.

The larger Evo is a sturdy traffic barrier that can be filled with
water or sand to create a solid ballast. Each unit is fully self-
contained with an interlocking design with no separate
components, making this system incredibly easy to deploy.
 

Height
The Evo Barriers are made from UVMDPE which makes them long-
lasting. We can also comfortably say that the barriers, when filled
to the waterline, can withstand up to 55mph winds.

EVO 1.0m Barrier 
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400mm
1000mm (working length)
1100mm (actual length)

Weight Empty 6.3kg - Weight Full 26.3kg

550mm

Advantages and Features of The Evo 1.0m Barrier System

Traffic Separation
Pedestrian Pathway redirection.
Construction site safety outlines
Road Blocks

You may want to consider using these barriers for:

1000mm

Length Width

550mm 400mm

EVO 1.0m Barrier Specification



This slightly larger Evo Barrier system is the perfect companion to
any safety or traffic divider. The barrier system designed for easy
deployment by just a single person. As with all water filled
barriers, these are easy to manoeuvre and work well with either
water or sand as ballast.
 

HeightThe Evo Barriers are made from UVMDPE which makes them long-
lasting. We can also comfortably say that the barriers, when filled
to the waterline, can withstand up to 55mph winds.

EVO 1.5m Barrier 
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400mm

1500mm (working length)
1600mm (actual length)

Weight Empty 10kg - Weight Full 30kg

550mm

Advantages and Features of The Evo 1.5m Barrier System

Traffic Separation
Pedestrian Pathway redirection.
Construction site safety outlines
Road Blocks

You may want to consider using these barriers for:

1500mm

Length Width

550mm 400mm

Heavy-duty traffic barrier system crafted from UV-stabilised polyethylene.
Fully self-contained interlocking design with no separate components.
Free-pivoting system to achieve the desired angle for route demarcation.
Fully compatible with reflective post & plank or mini mesh panels
Rapid offload and installation time due to size and weight.
Two Colours Available For Better Visibility.
Easily stackable for transport and storage.
Ideal for site delineation and safety.

EVO 1.5m Barrier Specification



This water filled barrier system fits perfectly onto 1.0m and 1.5m
Evo barriers, which, when installed can be used as a temporary
barrier for both short and long term projects. This angle barrier
provides a perfect 90-degree corner to your barrier system.

 

Construction Site Safety
Roadwork Perimeters
Crowd Control
Car Parking systems
Temporary Vehicular and Pedestrian Separation

By adding the corner piece to the barrier system, it will allow you to have more freedom when setting up a
secure area. With the corner barriers installed, you could use your Evo barriers on a range of different
projects, like:

EVO Angle Barrier
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The barriers are easy to assemble with this new component as the
corner barriers join with a linking socket and a stacking lug to
ensure a solid barricade. Thus, enabling you to have a more
versatile barrier system that can be assembled into many different
formations. 

The formations are strong with no gaps when angled to prevent any
breakages in the safety barrier lines. You can easily form left or right
corners on both barriers end allowing you to section off certain
areas more precisely. Without the Evo Angle barrier, you would not
be able to create such a neat barrier line.

Inside of Angle BarrierOutside of Angle Barrier

EVO Angle

Inside the EVO Angle

Outside  the EVO Angle

Advantages and Features of The Evo Angle Barrier System
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EVO Barrier Range Specification
EVO 80

HEIGHT

DEPTH

LENGTH

TOTAL LENGTH

WEIGHT (E/F)

COLOUR

MATERIAL

EVO 1.0m EVO 1.5m

800mm

400mm

1200mm

1300mm

9 / 29 KG

UVMDPE

EVO Angle 

550mm

400mm

1000mm

1100mm

6.3 / 26.3 KG

UVMDPE

550mm

400mm

1500mm

1600mm

10 / 30 KG

UVMDPE

555mm

580mm

1000mm

1200mm

9 / 29 KG

UVMDPE



EVO Post/Reflective Panels
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The plank and post system for the EVO 80 road barrier slots neatly
into the hole on the barriers that would ordinarily be used to fill
them with. The planks would then connect to the next post via a
convenient slot on either side of the post on the next barrier, adding
further stability to the barriers as a direct result.

EVO Post/Reflective Panels
Post/ Reflective Panels

Outside  the EVO Angle

Post/ Reflective Panels

Traffic management
Working in restricted lighting
Advanced visibility for pedestrian and vehicle attention.

 The EVO Post/ Reflective Panels greatly improves the visibility of the barrier by adding a reflective
panel. With the panels installed, you could use your Evo barriers on a range of different projects, like:

Advantages and Features of The Evo Post/ Reflective Panel Barrier System

 The reflective plank also provides greater visibility to the water-
filled barriers. The reflective strips on the panels are Chapter 8
compatible in that the level of visibility complies with the Chapter 8
guidelines.  

The posts are made from
medium density polyethylene
(MDPE) and the planks are
made from un-plasticized
Polyvinyl Chloride (UPVC). All
panels have been MIRA tested
and withstood winds of up to
55mph and no barrier failed
at that speed.



POST MDPE/
PANEL UVPVC

POST MDPE/
PANEL UVPVC

POST MDPE/
PANEL UVPVC

EVO 1.5m
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Post/ Reflective Panels Specification
EVO 80

HCL/ PANEL LENGTH

PANEL HEIGHT

HEIGHT

TOTAL HEIGHT

WEIGHT 

FINISH

MATERIAL

EVO 1.0m

1220mm

1060mm

139mm

1150mm

1.5kg

POST MDPE/
PANEL UVPVC

EVO Angle 

1070mm

1060mm

139mm

1150mm

2.4kg

1540mm

1060mm

139mm

1150mm

2.8kg

1460mm

1060mm

139mm

1150mm

2.7kg



Technical Details for EVO 80 Barrier 
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Hole for Water

Actual Length 800mm

Length 1200mm

Depth 400mm

Stacking slots

Actual Length 1300mm



Technical Details for EVO 1.5m Barrier 
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Hole for Water

Actual Length 550mm

Length  1000mm

Depth 400mm

Stacking slots

Actual Length 1100mm



Technical Details for EVO 1.5m Barrier 
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Hole for Water

Actual Length 550mm

Length  1500mm

Depth 400mm

Stacking slots

Actual Length 1600mm
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Load from side 

AS VIEWED FROM TRAILER REAR

AS VIEWED FROM TRAILER SIDE

Diagram above demonstrates the correct loading formation when transporting a maximum load of 240 barriers
on an artic trailer.

EVO 80 Barriers Stacked 

The Evo 80 barrier is relatively light when empty weighing just
9kg. This, coupled with the fact it is unique stacking design 
 enables 240 EVO 80 barriers to be stacked in a single artic load.

EVO Barrier Stacked

The diagrams on the page are guides to the safe stacking
procedure when loading the EVO 80 barrier onto an artic

trailer. 

The Evo barriers are easily transportable, they fold into
themselves, so they take up as little storage room as possible.
Additionally, they also can be effortlessly stacked on top of one
another and stored on a pallet. This is highly effective as not only
does it reduce the amount of storage space needed but it also
reduces the cost of transporting them.
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Load from side 

AS VIEWED FROM TRAILER REAR

AS VIEWED FROM TRAILER SIDE

EVO 1.0m, 1.5m 
Barriers Stacked 

The purposefully designed lightweight structure of the
waterfilled barriers make them accessible and easily
transportable as they can be lifted with ease when empty.

EVO 1.0m, 1.5m
 Stacked

The diagrams on the page are guides to the safe stacking
procedure when loading the EVO barrier onto an artic

trailer. 

Despite this, when they are filled to the water line they are
substantially robust and will firmly stay in place. To ensure that
they do stay in position, they have an interlocking system
which connects them all to prevent breakage in the security
line.

The waterfilled barriers are also surprisingly easy to store as
they can be folded in on themselves and then stacked on top of
each other, you can comfortably stack 40 Evo Barriers on a
pallet to store and transport.


